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The aim of our research is to forecast the propagation of information related to cybersecurity threats 

and software vulnerabilities on social coding platforms such as GitHub. Users on social coding platforms 

exhibit repetitive behavior patterns that can be leveraged to predict trends in network evolution. These 

patterns exhibit greater consistency within a single community of users; hence global data distributions 

can be more accurately modeled by composing community data distributions. A wise sampling approach 

based on the identification of similarities between the historical and predicted patterns in social behavior 

can be used to augment the performance of other approaches in order to create an at scale simulation. 

This article compares two different strategies for predicting network evolution with sampled historical 

data on GitHub. We demonstrate that our community-based model outperforms the global one at pre- 

dicting population, user, and content activity, along with network topology over three different datasets. 

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The article describes our initial steps towards the creation of an

ccurate at-scale simulation of the spread and evolution of online

nformation related to cybersecurity threats on social coding plat-

orms. The spread of online information can be positive, encour-

ging social activism and increased community engagement, but

hese platforms can also be misused to target vulnerable people,

pread misinformation, and propagate dangerous technological in-

ormation related to weapon-making. We are interested in the use

f social media platforms as an avenue for amplifying cybersecu-

ity threats. Not only can social media be used as part of phishing

ttempts, it can also be used to facilitate collaborative work be-

ween developers of software exploits. Our research centers around

tudying the movement of information related to Common Vul-

erabilities and Exposures (CVEs); CVEs are information-security

ulnerabilities in publicly released software packages that are as-

igned a unique identifier by MITRE. 

Although information spread has been traditionally studied on

latforms that encourage rapid proliferation of content, such as

witter, we believe that social coding platforms, such as GitHub,

xhibit interesting information propagation patterns as well. Ana-

yzing patterns on GitHub is particularly important for understand-

ng cybersecurity threats since it is employed both by developers

ttempting to counter threats and by hackers developing new ex-

loits. 
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To that end, we have developed an extensible agent-based

odel, Deep Agent Framework (DAF) [1] to model the user ac-

ivity on social media platforms. The initial version of the DAF

ramework combined agent-based modeling with parameter tun-

ng to simulate social phenomena. DAF relies on a set of behav-

oral rules inspired by social science theories to determine whether

sers propagate information. This approach was very successful at

odeling large scale information movements but failed to capture

ther types of patterns. 

For instance, on some social media outlets, humans exhibit

epetitive, cyclic usage patterns that are strongly influenced by

ime of day and the day of the week [2] . This is particularly true

f social coding platforms where the software developers sub-

it code changes according to a development schedule [3] . Hence

hen this social media data is encoded into a network, many as-

ects of the global network evolution reflect its users’ daily habits.

o model these patterns, we started mixing the output of our

gent-based model with sampled historical data. The sampled his-

orical data is used to simulate periods by “replaying” the data—

aking a stream of continuous snapshots of data from a time slot

n the past and replicating them within a target time slot in the

uture. The advantage of directly replaying the past data to simu-

ate the future time series is that it more accurately captures as-

ects of the data distributions at different granularity levels than a

ore general model. We believe that cyclic usage patterns exhibit

reat consistency within a single community of users; closely con-

ected users within the network exhibit similar usage habits since

hese user communities are often formed by participants with the

ame goals, interests, or geographic location [4] . Hence global data

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.osnem.2020.100070
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/osnem
mailto:gitars@eecs.ucf.edu
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Table 1 

GitHub network structure similarities to Facebook and Twitter. 

Measurement \ Platform GitHub FaceBook Twitter 

Degree distribution 1.4 1.5 2.4 

Average clustering coefficient 0.203 0.164 0.106 

Average path length 6.2 4.2 4.12 
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F  
distributions may be more accurately modeled by composing data

from multiple communities. 

In this research, we use data from GitHub to evaluate the ben-

efits of our community-based data sampling approach. GitHub is

one of the most commonly used services for asynchronous team-

based software development. It provides a space for develop-

ers to store source code and interact with collaborators to com-

plete software engineering projects. GitHub contains a wealth of

data from communities of software developers that collaborate on

open source projects. Networks of users working towards similar

goals use the communication features built into GitHub to dis-

cuss software changes, technological advances, and new vulnera-

bility patches. Researchers also use GitHub to promote their work

by releasing open source versions of code developed as part of re-

search projects. A software engineer may work on multiple open

source projects using different programming languages; similarly

researchers will often participate in several endeavors. This rich

tapestry of social interactions extends beyond merely coordinat-

ing version control. Previous studies [5,6] have noted that the Soft-

ware Social Network (SSN) hosted on GitHub has many common-

alities with conventional social network platforms such as Twitter

or Facebook. GitHub users interact with other users through con-

tributing to repositories. These content-generating interactions are

comparable to tweeting on Twitter or posting on Facebook. Users

interact with each other directly through following or becoming a

member of a specific project or indirectly through working with

common repositories. [6] showed that social structure and tem-

poral dynamics of key processes on GitHub are similar to other

popular social platforms. Phenomena such as popularity, contribu-

tion, engagement, influence, reputation and trust can be studied on

GitHub as well as Twitter and Facebook. Table 1 illustrates some of

the comparisons between GitHub, Twitter and Facebook on topo-

logical characteristics, based on the aforementioned work. 

We compare several methods for forecasting future trends on

the GitHub social coding platform. When social coding data is en-

coded into a network, many aspects of the global network evo-

lution reflect its users’ daily habits. Our experiments on data re-

playing demonstrate that sampling historical data in which sam-

ples are drawn from time periods that are similar based on fore-

casting community-level features outperforms several of the best

agent-based models created with the DAF framework. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First

we provide a short overview of related work in Section 2 .

Section 3 provides background on our research motivations and

the Deep Agent Framework (DAF). In Section 4 we formulate our

problem. Section 5 describes our framework and methodology. In

Section 6 we introduce the measurements and metrics that were

used to evaluate our model. Section 7 presents results comparing

our sampling techniques to several agent based models. 

2. Related Work 

Existing work on simulating online social networks can cate-

gorized into three main approaches: statistical analysis/machine

learning, physics models, and agent-based simulation [7–12] .

Works which use the first method, mainly focus on a particular

phenomenon and then fit a statistical model to data correspond-

ing to its information evolution [13,14] . Within machine learning,
ecommender systems are commonly employed to predict future

etwork links [15–17] . Assuming data availability, statistical anal-

sis works well for studying a single phenomenon [18] , but can

ncounter problems at simulating complex interactions. A popular

tatistical physics approach is based on simulating the behavior of

rownian agents [19] , which are embedded into a specific frame-

ork and restricted by its stochastic physics. As such they can

nly model the limited range of behavior options encoded into the

ramework. The third option is to use a multi-agent system to sim-

late a theoretical social model [20,21] . This approach is very pow-

rful and can simulate multiple phenomena simultaneously but re-

uires careful parameter tuning. DAF uses a combination of multi-

gent modeling, parameter tuning, and data sampling to simulate

etwork evolution. This article focuses on the data sampling as-

ects of DAF in which the social network itself is used to simu-

ate its future dynamics. An advantage of this methodology is that

ll possible causes of a behavior are implicitly modeled, assuming

hey are represented within the training data. 

Social coding platforms have been primarily studied within the

omputer supported cooperative work community. Their aim has

een to investigate the impact of social coding platform features

n the software development process [22–25] . These studies high-

ight the benefits and challenges of completing complex software

evelopment projects using social coding platforms. Many of these

tudies were conducted by performing surveys of developers or in-

erviewing them directly to develop a nuanced understanding of

heir usage habits [26–28] . However a subset of the work has been

onducted using data-driven approaches to quantitatively charac-

erize developer behaviors related to on-boarding, pull-requests,

nd documentation evolution [29–31] . In contrast our aim is to

orecast future activity on the GitHub platform, particularly in re-

ation to the movement of cybersecurity information. 

. Background and Data 

In this section, we first provide a brief review of our challenge

roblem before describing our data sources. 

.1. SocialSim 

Our research is funded by DARPA’s Computational Simulation

f Online Social Behavior (SocialSim) [32] which was initiated to

evelop innovative technologies for the simulation of online so-

ial behavior with a focus on information spread and evolution.

he percentage of the world’s population connected via the global

nformation environment is increasing rapidly and consequently

nformation spread speed has been significantly boosted. DARPA

aunched the SocialSim program to address this challenges. The

nd goal is to develop a high-fidelity simulation technology ca-

able of predicting online information spread and network evolu-

ion. A high-fidelity simulation can model the activity of individ-

al users and content repositories; this is difficult to achieve while

till scaling to a large population. Due to its relevance to cyberse-

urity concerns, GitHub was selected as a key platform of interest.

nderstanding how to simulate user behavior and repository evo-

ution on Github provides us with a much deeper understanding

f how to identify influential users and projects, forecast technical

rends, and identify patterns that may lead to better cybersecurity

ractices. The dataset used in this paper was developed for the So-

ialSim program, as were the metrics [33] . 

.2. Deep Agent Framework (DAF) 

To address the SocialSim challenge, we have developed an

gent-based simulation of social media platforms, the Deep Agent

ramework (DAF). DAF is designed to employ a combination of
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Table 2 

GitHub event types. 

Event type For 

Create representing a created repo, branch, or tag 

Watch starring a repository 

Push propagating changes on the files to a repository 

branch 

Pull request alerting others about changes pushed to a branch 

Issues triggered when an issue is assigned, unassigned, 

labeled, unlabeled, opened, edited, milestoned, 

demilestoned, closed, or reopened 

Commit Comment commiting comment 

Fork creating a copy of a repository 

Issue Comment creating, editing and deleting an issue comment 

Release publishing a release 

Member triggered when a user is added or removed as a 

collaborator to a repository, or has their 

permissions changed 

Delete deleting a branch or tag 

Gollum creating or updating Wiki page 
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Table 3 

Weekly statistical data for the datasets. 

Domain Avg. Users Avg. Content Avg. New Users Avg. Edges 

Crypto 3581 1102 1113 15898 

CVE 40034 5500 5505 225423 

Cyber 297106 95402 95606 1837565 
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any models alongside machine learning and data analytics. The

ombined model uses massively parallel computing to explore, test

nd validate many models against a large set of target behaviors or

henomena happening in the world. DAF allows designers to em-

loy combinations of models in order to derive a deep and quan-

itative understanding of global information spread. The methods

escribed in this paper were designed to be used within the DAF

ramework. 

.3. GitHub 

GitHub is one of the most commonly used services for asyn-

hronous team-based software development; space is provided to

evelopers to store source code and interact with collaborators to

omplete software engineering projects. The GitHub network doc-

ments user collaborations by representing users (e.g. developers)

nd repositories as nodes and events as links. We first introduce

ome common terms used in this article to describe GitHub plat-

orms bellow. 

- User and Content: user refers to a (pseudo) identity within the

social platform. Once a user creates an identity he/she is able

to upload content into his/her account. 

- Repository (abbreviated with repo): a storage space on GitHub

for keeping code files and other types of documents. 

- Community: Users provide metadata about their interests. On

the GitHub platform, examples include programming languages

and application domain. 

- Event type: Users can trigger different types of links to their

repository. There are more than 14 event types in GitHub sum-

marized in Table 2 . 

- Contribution events: Out of all available event types, only those

that change content are considered to be contribution events.

Users who create contribution events are contributors associ-

ated with the corresponding content. 

- Burst: A burst is a transmission involving a large amount of

data sent over a short period of time. 

.4. Data 

GitHub is reported to have over 37 million users and more than

00 million repos; it is the largest host of source code in the world.

ur simulation focuses on data drawn from three domains re-

ated to Software Vulnerability, Cryptocurrency and Cybersecurity.

he Software Vulnerability data domain has been collected with

espect to the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) list.

he CVE system provides a reference-method for publicly known
nformation-security vulnerabilities and exposures. Data in this do-

ain was collected by pattern matching against activities related

o 2600 CVEs. The Cryptocurrency data domain includes data of

ll coding activities related to cryptocurrency coins. Finally the Cy-

ersecurity data set includes user activities related to cybersecu-

ity. It was collected by initializing the data harvesting process us-

ng seeds such as cybersecurity and netsec. Table 3 provides the

eekly statistical data for the three SocialSim datasets which were

ollected during the 2016–2017 time period. 

. Problem Formulation 

We aim to predict the dynamics of the GitHub network and

imulate the activity of its users for a target period of time. The

raining data contains the users’ activities and their interactions

ith the repositories during the past, and the goal is to predict

etwork dynamics including events triggered by users and the

ime each event has been triggered during time slice �t in future.

ore formally: 

Given the large bipartite network of GitHub over a training period

 τ , T ] denoted as G (τ,T ) = (U, C, E) in which U and C represent users

nd the created repositories and E stands for events triggered by users

o interact with the repositories where E = { e l,t } and l indicates event

ype e.g. Fork and t denotes the time that the event was triggered, our

oal is to simulate G (T,T +�t) where �t is a target simulation period. 

. Model Framework 

In this section, we introduce the framework that we use and

hen detail the steps in an algorithmic manner. Fig. 2 shows the

verview of our model framework. Our methodology relies on

hree observations about social coding platforms: 

- The software developers submit code changes according to a

development schedule. Hence when this social media data is

encoded into a network, many aspects of the global network

evolution reflect its users’ daily habits. Fig. 1 shows the total

set of events users created related to the Crypto domain. They

exhibit a smooth trend when measured over a weekly time pe-

riod; this emerges from a combination of routine events cre-

ated by current users plus extra events resulting from network

growth. 

- Closely connected users within the network exhibit similar us-

age habits since these user communities are often formed by

participants with the same goals, interests, or geographic loca-

tion [4] . 

- As communities are a fundamental building block of human so-

cial networks rather than modeling social networks as being

composed of interacting users, it can be useful to abstract the

network as being comprised of communities. 

With these assumptions, we put communities under the mag-

ifying glass and investigate their changes over time. 

Network sequence generation: Network dynamics can be in-

estigated at any time resolution; we assume �t is sufficiently

arge to include both weekdays and weekends. One week includes

oth weekday and weekends, hence can be a good representa-

ive of human activity patterns. As such we defined our time slice

s one week. However, time granularity should be selected with
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Fig. 1. Total events created by users in GitHub/ Crypto exhibits a smooth trend. 
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regard to the target network. Accordingly, we split the original

graph G (τ,T ) = (U, C, E) into the sequence of graphs as G (τ,T ) =
{ g (τ, �t) ∪ g (�t , 2 ∗�t ) ∪ ... ∪ g (T −�t,T ) } . For simplicity we denote it as

G T = { g 1 ∪ g 2 ∪ ... ∪ g T } assuming that T denotes the number of

time steps here. 

Network sequence characterization: We represent each net-

work by characterizing its communities. There is a large body of

work on how to detect communities in both static and dynamic

networks (see [34,35] for an overview). Although most of these

approaches are based on analysis of structural or neighborhood

properties, for this research we employ a topic based approach

using the profiles of the GitHub repositories in order to gener-

ate a fixed set of communities. Example topics include program-

ming languages, operating systems, and profile keywords. Com-

munities can be characterized using a set of features such as F =
{ f 1 , f 2 , ..., f l } where f i stands for a feature of interest and l is the

number of features. Community dynamics are described by three

features: (1) burstiness, (2) modularity, and (3) number of con-

tributing users. Burstiness is the intermittent increase or decrease

in activity, or “bursts” in activity as a function of time. We con-

sider the community burstiness as the intermittent increases and

decreases in the frequency of all contribution events in a com-

munity, measured using inter-event time statistics. Contribution

is measured by types of events a user can engage in that repre-

sent additions to the repository, such as a pull request or a com-

mit . Pull requests inform all developers involved in a project about

changes that the event creator pushed to a branch in a repository
Fig. 2. Community feature based
n GitHub, and commit is an event generated when an individual

hanges a file. The number of contributing users is computed by

ggregating the users who engage in contributing activity. 

User activities have been shown to have an intrinsically bursty

ature; yet bursts may also be a signal of topics that are of grow-

ng real-world interest. Barabasi describes bursts as one of the

ost valuable resources with which to study human nature us-

ng big data since they illuminate the transition between individual

nd collective action [36] . Burstiness of inter-contact time between

odes in a time-varying network can be indicative of informa-

ion spreading processes over the community. The number of con-

ributing users marks the level of involvement of the community—

are the activities mostly generated by a small group of people

r the whole community? Modularity is a measure of community

tructure that measures the proportion of intra/inter community

dges. Clauset-Newman-Moore modularity was used to measure

ow strongly the network resolves into communities or modules

37] . As such, given the set of communities C = { c 1 , c 2 , ..., c m 

} in

ur training data where m is the total number of communities,

ach community at time step t is represented with a feature vector

 

t 
c = [ f t 

1 ,c 
, f t 

2 ,c 
, ..., f t 

l,c 
] in which f t 

l,c 
is the value of feature l of the

ommunity c measured at time step t . 

Community feature prediction : We prepared time series data

f each community’s features over the entire training period. To

redict the activity of communities as quantified by these features

uring the testing period, the time series forecasting model, Auto

egressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), was used. Figs. 3 a

nd b show an example of forecasting two measurements for a

ommunity named as Freelancer for five time steps. Using this

orecast, we generate a predicted feature vector for each commu-

ity as V 
p 

c = V (T +1) 
c = [ f T +1 

1 ,c 
, f T +1 

2 ,c 
, ..., f T +1 

l,c 
] . This feature vector rep-

esents the expected trends of community activity in the future

etwork. 

Community network selection : 

Rather than using the forecasting model to predict all the de-

ired metrics, we use the predicted feature vectors to identify the

eekly segments of the training data that are the best match for

est period and then replay those segments. Using the predicted

alue of each measurement, we aim to find g t ∈ G for each c ∈ C

here its nodes and their links best represent c for next time step

ccording to our predicted feature vector. To do so we use Eu-

lidean distance metrics to find the network with the most similar

eature vector of c . 

rg min t f (t) = D (V 

t 
c − V 

P 
c ) , t ∈ { 1 , 2 , ..., T } , ∀ c ∈ C (1)

here D is Euclidean distance of two feature vectors of commu-

ity c and V P c is the predicted feature vector. This method allows

s to retrieve the community data samples that best match our

redicted network evolution for each week. We employ the frame-

ork shown in Fig. 4 for each community. Assume that commu-

ity 1 ( C ) has a feature vector similar to its feature vector within
1 

 modeling steps overview. 
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Fig. 3. Time series of burstiness and number of contributing users for the Freelancer community. 

Fig. 4. Community feature forecasting and replay framework. 
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he whole network at t = 4 and feature vector of community 2 ( C 2 )

as the minimum distance with its feature vector within the whole

etwork at t = 7 and similarly for C n and t = 1 . Therefore, N 4 , N 7 

nd N 1 are borrowed to replay C 1 , C 2 , and C n user activities respec-

ively. The same process is executed for all pre-defined communi-

ies. 

Cold start nodes simulation : Cold start is a potential problem

n computer-based information systems [38] . Specifically, it con-

erns the issue when insufficient information has been collected

bout the users to make recommendations. Many approaches to

olve the cold-start problem have been proposed such as pro-

le completion, feature mapping, and hybrid feature weighting

see [39] for review). Unfortunately this data set does not contain
ser profile information. To address this problem, we augment the

ampled historical data with an appropriate number of additional

odes. 

The problem with relying exclusively on sampled historical data

o simulate the evolving network is that most time-evolving net-

orks extracted from social media platforms are rapidly growing.

uring each time step, a tremendous number of new users join

he network and a large amount of content is created. However,

here is little information about these nodes’ activities. As such we

re not able to apply the previous approach of replaying sampled

ata. However, we can estimate the number of these nodes by em-

loying time series prediction techniques. Fig. 5 shows the cumu-

ative number of users and content nodes in our Crypto data set.
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Fig. 5. Crypto data set cumulative number of user/repo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Normalized event type counts in Crypto. 
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We then fit a curve to the series of new cold start users and con-

tent data points. The constructed curve is a smooth function F ( t i )

that approximately fits the data. The number of cold user/content

nodes in each time step t i can be calculated by F U n (t i ) − F U n (t i −1 )

and F C n (t i ) − F C n (t i −1 ) in which F U n (t) and F C n (t) are the total

number of active users and content within the network at time

step t . 

Boosting network with recently active nodes : Even after se-

lecting the closest data partition based on community features and

injecting the new content and user nodes, our method often gener-

ates fewer nodes in the target week than are required to match the

time series prediction. To address this problem, we supplement the

generated data with samples of recently active nodes. The number

of these nodes can be estimated as follows: 

O u = E u (t + 1) − N u − C u (2)

O c = E c (t + 1) − N c − C c (3)

where: 

- E u (t + 1) : estimated user population for time step t + 1 using

time series prediction techniques (here ARIMA) 

- E c (t + 1) : estimated amount of content for time step t + 1 using

time series prediction techniques (here ARIMA) 

- N u : number of cold users 

- N c : number of cold content nodes 

- C u : number of users from the detected communities 

- C c : number of content nodes from the detected communities 

We investigate the number of common nodes between two se-

quential time slices using the Jaccard index which is commonly

used for computing the similarity of two set of nodes: 

J(U i , U i +1 ) = | (U i ∩ U i +1 ) | / | (U i ∪ U i +1 ) | ∀ i ∈ T (4)

where U i is the set of users present in the network corresponding

to time step i . We performed the same analysis with J(C i , C i +1 ) . The

results show a significant number of active users in both sets. For

the remaining nodes, we select them from the most recent time

step, proportional to their activity. For example, those who were

active recently, are more likely to be active in the next time step as

well and therefore should have a higher chance of being selected.

On the other hand, if the number of selected and created nodes

is bigger than estimated population ( O u < 0 or O c < 0) we drop the
xtra nodes. Similarly, the assumption is that those who were less

ctive, are less likely to be active in next time step and therefore

hould have a higher chance to be dropped. For example, some in-

ividual users may create a repository on GitHub and then remain

nactive for a while. At the end of this step, the nodes match the

stimated population of our target time step network. Now we can

roceed with the edge prediction as described in the following sec-

ion. 

Replay activities and new links modeling The sampled events

re used to create the edges of the network. Looking at the set of

odes, there are some nodes which are cold and some that are not.

or users drawn from the sampled historical data, we simply replay

he same daily activity within the new time period. In this way we

aintain both the event and time of event occurrence distributions

o match the original. However, this approach cannot be applied to

he cold nodes since there is no information about their activity

attern in the data set. To address this challenge we utilize the

vent distributions of the historical cold start nodes in the training

ata. 

To clarify, see Figs. 6 and 7 . They show the differences between

he event distributions for historically sampled users vs. cold users.

or example cold users mostly create a watch event during their

nitial activities whereas the existent users create push events.

hey have projects in progress therefore use the push command to

pply their changes on their projects. By replaying the activities of

he old users, the correct event distribution is applied by default.

or the cold users, we use the cold nodes event distribution in the

raining data to generate events. In addition to the type of links,
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Fig. 7. Cold users normalized event type counts in Crypto. 
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Algorithm 1 PCFM algorithm. 

Input: The set of social users, U; 

The set of users’ content, C; 

The set of features of interest, F ; 

Events created by users to interact with the content, E n ; 

Time step, τ ; 

Output: Network representation for, ( T , T + 1 ) ; 

1: C ← [ c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c n ] 
∗identify the communities 

2: G ← [ g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , . . . , g N ] 
∗generate temporal networks with re- 

spect to τ
3: V t c ← [ f t 

1 
, f t 

2 
, f t 

3 
, . . . , f t 

l 
] ∀ c ∈ C ∗measure the temporal features 

of each community 

4: predict f T +1 ∀ f ∈ V c 
5: set V P c = [ f T +1 

1 
, f T +1 

2 
, f T +1 

3 
, . . . , f T +1 

l 
] 

6: w c ← arg min t f(t) = D(V 

t 
c − V 

P 
c ) ∀ c ∈ C 

∗D is the distance met- 

rics 

7: replay activities from w c ∀ c ∈ C 

8: generate cold start nodes 

9: boost simulated data with replay of recently active users activ- 

ities 

10: simulate cold start nodes with regard to a) historical cold start 

nodes statistics b) preferential attachment 

c  

t  

g  

m  

c  

b  

i  

e  

i  

e  

p  

o  

a  

r  

f

 

e  

w  

u  

p  

w  

i  

a

 

s  

a  

t  

s  

S  

w  

s  

a  

r  

w  

p  

o  

o  

a  

p  

b  

g  
he number of links needs to be determined. For that, we estimate

he average degree of cold nodes over time from the training data.

At the conclusion of this step, the events, their types, and their

imestamps have been generated. Next, the events need to be at-

ached to node pairs. Here, we utilize the popularity of nodes by

mploying preferential attachment as follows: 

– A new content is: 

- connected to the number of users equal to the average de-

gree of new content nodes in the training data 

- connected to the users proportional to their activity level 

– A new user is: 

- connected to the number of content nodes equal to the av-

erage degree of historical cold users 

- the activity type and time of occurrence is sampled from the

history proportionally to the corresponding distribution 

- a content node is selected from the set of content nodes in-

cluding both old and cold 

- content nodes are selected proportionally to the attention

they have received; if a cold content is selected, the cold

user is replaced with another user to prevent exceeding its

average degree. 

suedocode presented in Algorithm 1 summarizes our methodol-

gy. 

. Measurements and Metrics 

The model accuracy is evaluated via different measurements.

everal metrics have been employed to deal with non scalar mea-

urements alongside scalar ones to compare models against the

round truth as well as each other. There are three levels of

ranularity used to evaluate the simulated output: user/content

evel, community level, and population level. Measurements in-
lude scalar values, discrete distributions, continuous distributions,

ime series sequences and ranked lists corresponding to nodes en-

agement, reputation and trust, popularity and network topology

easurements. The measurements described here can be at cal-

ulated at multiple levels. For example, “Engagement” can apply

oth at the community level and the user level. The difference is

n looking at the engagement of a community as a whole versus

ach individual in a community or population. Network topology

s equivalent to population measurements since it considers the

ntire network. Popularity can be at content and user level, the

opularity of a specific user or the popularity of a specific piece

f content. Reputation and trust can be relevant at user, content

nd community level. Each combination of measurement and met-

ic are normalized by metric and measurement group so that dif-

erent levels can be more accurately compared. 

The network graphs are constructed having users, content and

vents created by users. GitHub network is a bipartite network

hose vertices composed of two disjoint and independent sets of

sers and repos. The network is constructed based on the bipartite

rojection on the user nodes’ side. We use several measurements

hich are widely employed in literature for a robust understand-

ng of the network characteristics. Table 4 show the measurements

nd how they were used. 

Since the measurements are not only scalar values we use

even metrics to be able to compare multiple model performance

gainst real data. Each measurement is a different aggregation of

he resulting network simulation. Because of this, for each mea-

urement there are a set of metrics that are most appropriate.

ometimes, this is a comparison between two distributions in

hich JSD and KS is the most appropriate. Other times it is a

ingle value in which the absolute difference is most appropri-

te. For example, the number of commits during a given time pe-

iod will be a single value while the number of commits per day

ould be a distribution in which JSD and KS would be more ap-

ropriate. Redundant metrics are removed from evaluation based

n how appropriate the metric is for the measurement and level

f granularity. For example, some measurements can be evalu-

ted by more than one metric, however we choose the most ap-

ropriate metric to the given context. All metrics are normalized

y metric type and measurement type. This means that the ag-

regated metric values are grouped by the type of metric be-
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Fig. 8. Overall performance for each model at each resolution. 

Fig. 9. Population-level results. 
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ing used and the type of aggregation the measurement requires.

Each metric value is then normalized respective of their assigned

group. 

Table 5 show the metrics that have been employed. 

7. Results 

7.1. Resolutions and Measurements 

To evaluate social media interactions, we focus on four resolu-

tions. The first resolution is at the population level, looking at the

social network as a whole. Measurements at the population are re-

lated to the network evolution and structure for the predicted time

period. The second resolution is at the community level, our pri-

mary interest. These measurements focus on community activity

as a whole and interactions between users within a community.

The next resolution is at the user level. These measurements are

specific to user activity and interactions. The final resolution is at

the content level. The measurements here are very similar to the
ser level because they both are represented as nodes in the sim-

lated network. 

For each group of measurements, metrics were calculated be-

ween the model output and the ground truth (GT). Depend-

ng on the measurement type, different metrics were used.

etrics used include Jensen-Shannon Divergence, KolmogorovâS-

irnov test, and absolute percentage error. To compare the ap-

roaches over all metrics and measurements, we normalized

he results by measurement group, metric type and platform.

e then averaged them across the measurements and their re-

pective metrics for the different resolutions. This resulted in

he metrics ranging from 0 to 1 in which lower means better

erformance. 

.2. Benchmarks 

We compared our modelling approach to three alternative mod-

ls. Two of these models are previous frameworks designed to sim-

late social media behavior using the same data, measurements

nd metrics. Our Proposed Community Features-based Model
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Fig. 10. Community-level results. 

Fig. 11. User-level results. 
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t  
 PCFM ) uses community member identifiers to create weekly data

or each community separately. Using this, we created a time se-

ies of features to predict the next time step for that community.

herefore a benchmark approach to this model would also be a

ommunity feature based model ( CFM ), but simplified [40] . CFM

sed community based features extracted from the week before

he target period to find the week with the highest similarity to

eplay the weeks proceeding it. 

Another benchmark for comparison is the Multi-Action Cascade

odel 

( MACM ), a diffusion of information model described in [1] .

he MACM model simulates the diffusion of information through

he network using individual-scale probabilities of social actions.

herefore its features are focused on user-level activity. The model

lso extracts user interactions, dependent on processing messages

eceived from other connected users. The primary probabilities

rocessed are derived from the Independent Cascade Model [41] ,

sing the endogenous p and exogenous q probabilities of activity.

ll individuals, in addition to being influenced by others, can in-

P  
roduce new content into the network with a probability p , which

dds a focus to the content-level resolution. 

The final comparison model is the Multiplexity-Based Model

 MBM ) described in [42] . This model focuses on the population-

evel and user-level resolution. It simulates network evolution rep-

esented by a multi-layered bipartite graph with each layer corre-

ponding to an activity a user can perform. The driving forces of

his model is preferential attachment and preferential decay, both

robabilities are a function of the node’s degree and age. 

In summary, we compare our approach to a simplified com-

unity based model and two models that focus on other resolu-

ion types, MACM with user-level and content-level and MBM with

ser-level and population-level. 

.3. Comparison 

Fig. 8 displays the overall performance of each model based on

he average, normalized metric value. It is clear that both CFM and

CFM perform better than MBM and MACM on all resolutions. The
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Fig. 12. Content-level results. 

Table 4 

Evaluation measurements. 

Measurement 

category 

Measurement 

Engagement The ratio of the probability that a user’s next action will 

be an Issues event to the probability that it will be a 

Push event 

Repo growth: the number of daily contributions to a repo 

as a function of time 

Number of daily unique contributors to a repo as a 

function of time 

Distribution of total events by week day/hour 

Counts of specific events by repo 

Number of unique repos that users contribute to 

Daily contribution counts of the user over time 

Contribution The hourly number of comments on a post as a function 

of time 

Number of hourly unique users who comment on a post 

as a function of time 

Distribution of total events by week day/hour 

Gini coefficient across posts for interaction counts for a 

given community 

Proportion of each event type 

Burstiness of all activities 

Reputation Top K users with the highest ratio of accepted 

pullRequests for users with at least a certain level of 

pull request activity 

Top K repos with the highest ratio of accepted 

pullRequests for repos with at least a certain level of 

pull request activity 

Popularity Distribution of watch events across repos – for how many 

hops of passive information spread e.g., watches 

Top K of most watched repos 

Distribution of fork events across repos 

Top K most popular users: number of fork events plus 

number of watch events across repos that the users 

own 

Network 

topology 

Clustering coefficient 

Degree distribution 

Assortativity 

Modularity 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 

Evaluation metrics. 

Metrics Evaluation 

Absolute difference Difference between two continuous variables 

observed in ground truth and simulation 

Jensen-Shannon 

divergence (JSD) 

Two measurements of type distribution 

Kolmogorov- 

Smirnov test 

(KS-test) 

Two measurements of type distribution based on the 

cumulative distribution function of the underlying 

distribution 

Root mean squared 

error (RMSE) 

The difference between a predicted value from a 

simulation and a ground truth value 

Rank-biased 

overlap 

Similarity between infinite ranked lists e.g. top K 

most active users in ground truth and simulation 

Table 6 

Benchmark methods. 

Features Used by Resolution 

Model Population Community User Content 

PCFM X 

CFM X 

MACM X X 

MBM X X 

b  

F  

d  

p  

s  

a  

o  

m  

t  

s  

a  

E  

t  

m

most improvement between PCFM and CFM is seen at the user-

resolution. 

The results for population-level measurements are shown

in Fig. 9 . PCFM performed on average best at population-

measurements that resonate with communities, such as the num-
er of connected components and average clustering coefficient.

ocusing on the community significantly improved the network

ensity of the predicted time period for both CFM and PCFM com-

ared to MACM and MBM. The results for community-level mea-

urements are shown in Fig. 10 . PCFM and CFM outperform MBM

nd MACM on all measurements on average. As expected, PCFM

utperforms CFM in user related community measures. User-level

easures are shown in Fig. 11 . PCFM performed as well as or bet-

er than all models on average. Finally, content-level measures are

hown in Fig. 12 . PCFM performed better than MBM and MACM on

ll measurements on average, and as good as or better than CFM.

ven though neither CFM nor PCFM focused on content as features,

he focus of community based features on average improved on the

ajority of metrics when compared to MACM and MBM. 
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. Conclusion 

This article introduces a versatile community-based data mix-

ure model for predicting social network evolution. Community

eatures are used to forecast and retrieve the most similar histor-

cal data partition; new nodes and edges are added to the data

ased on a combination of intelligent sampling and preferential at-

achment. Our experimental results show that by simulating com-

unities separately, all resolutions of the network are more ac-

urately simulated. This was supported by comparing community

ased models to agent-based models that used features focused on

ther resolutions, MACM and MBM. Both community based mod-

ls performed better on average on all resolutions, with few ex-

eptions. By comparing the simplified community model, which

xtracts community based features from the network as a whole

ather than per community, our model outperformed in user-level

erformance. This indicates that by extracting an historical repre-

entation of different communities in a social network, the whole

etwork can be more accurately simulated. The strengths of our

pproach are in its versatility, convenience, and computational

omplexity. We have been able to generalize our method to model

ctivity on multiple social platforms including Twitter, Reddit, and

ouTube. 

The main weakness is that, unlike other aspects of the Deep

gent Framework, it does not provide an explanation for the users

ehavior nor does it capture peer to peer influence. Thus in prac-

ice, we have used sampled historical data to complement our

ther simulation techniques, rather than as a standalone alterna-

ive. Our work could be extended by investigating the use of new

eatures such as diffusion delay of user actions and distribution of

ser types. Stochastic features such as the probability that users

ill contribute to information spread could also be employed to

epresent the network. Increasing the number of features used to

epresent the network would facilitate the use of machine learning

echniques, potentially reducing prediction error. 
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